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Reference Link: 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/2297775/harassment-of-female-journalists
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HARASSMENT OF FEMALE JOURNALISTS 

(Express Tribune)

 Around 75% of female journalists in the world are being subjected to 

online harassment, and 20% of the harassment has been translated into

physical attack, says the latest Unesco study. It has revealed that 18% of the

journalists, who took part in the survey, experienced sexual assault, with 49%

having faced abusive language and 25% threat of physical violence. The

report covers 901 journalists from 125 countries. Female journalists are also

intimidated with threats to damage their professional reputation and their

image in society through morphed pictures and digital security attacks. Such

attacks are becoming increasingly sophisticated with the advancements in

Artificial Intelligence.                                                                                             

 Describing their personal experiences, many journalists, who 

participated in the survey, said they had been targeted under a

well-organized digital disinformation campaign. This most abominable

form of yellow journalism is being practiced in most parts of the world,

and we are no exception. In Pakistan, one woman journalist had been

killed in 2019 and another in the following year. Female journalists also

face sexual harassment at the workplace and are allegedly

discriminated against in various ways. All this has fuelled the feeling of

insecurity among them. The federal government has prepared the

draft of a law to mitigate their harassment. Officials say the bill will

soon be presented in parliament. The growing vulnerability of women

3
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working in the profession of journalism demands that the law be

passed without delay.                                                                

 There is a need to sensitize society about the role of women in 

journalism and how they are working for the benefit of society and the

country by exposing corruption and social evils like honor killings,

underage marriages, marriages in which the poor are forced by their

circumstances to give the hand of their daughters to older men, and

innumerable other bad practices. Our non-news TV channels and the

cinema industry are badly lacking in this. No notable TV plays and

movies have been produced on how women journalists expose social

evils in the face of dangers.                                                                

Reference Link: 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/2297775/harassment-of-female-journalists
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Æ
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G
Z»sÆZŠZg}~Z’Zð¥â]ÆjZáÐx@}6,gzÝeZàˆìÔ”VÆç5]6,

¨g™äZzgñ�Š{ïÆ_.to]5ìā$+|ÅÆDg”V~”h+;CFg-VÆçZ]ic*Š{
÷X

Zkx@}Ð¶K0+„ƒðìÆgz-VÅp~ÅYõÆ¿~Ò$+|ÅÆDg”V»
;C´`Zq-Zë™ŠZgZŠZ™@*ìZkÆa¢Zi¢´`Šø7[ƒ**ecX
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ÒŸŠÆDg”V~Zy”VÆ£«~ËnÅ$+|Å7ÅˆÔñZi:™ä6,¥xƒZ

āÒŸŠÆDgƒäzZá”V~;CFg-V~2ƒäÆË~”VÃZ%Y]ÅæŠÔ
œó6,%Ãi?ZŠZgzVÅ¢zg]ìT~;CÔ?Zzg(œ1]ñ�ŠƒVX

(Å´â]Z½**Ñzq PTSD �Z�ÛZŠ”h+qŠPÐŠzegƒñƒVZy~”h+œóÅFg~)
ƒYC÷XT~egZzäpZ[ÔqŠPÐ0c*Š,ÔZyc*ŠzVÐZA[Zzggz-V~Z9w»ZŸ†

(Æ´z{c*8LÔ PTSD ƒä4ìXZyÆ´z{FZzǵâ]ÌÀá$Ë÷X”h+œóÅFg~)
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Conversion Disorder, Border Line Personality Disorder <ÍZ?Ø
ÔpŠÃ1à**ÔpŠÉÆìÑ]ZzgpŠÉÅÃÒ~ÒŸŠÆDg”V Eating Disorder â¦1Ô

Æ‚B¹÷ZmìXZÒOW,+qgz!*ÑøáÆ£g6,7gZZF,D÷XT~tªCÙƒ@*ìā‚
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²áÆÌ̂;Cîg6,ÂzŠ¶Å¢zg]ƒCì

Zkx@}»Ñ”V»ÒŸŠÅ¶K0+„™äÆî̂sæC;C´`Yg~ǵÔ;C
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G
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~Z‡VÐmgppzZßVäOW,+ZzgZy6,ÒŸŠÆqŠP6,%Ãi?œq�ÛZëÅXOW,+

YÅŠ*zm,Z]Ð 2019 YÐ†g~ 2016 Å¥â]ñ�Š{ÒŸŠÆOW,{”VÅ¥â]†g~
San Juanclinic Zzg PRHJC qÝÅˆìX”VÅÙ|#ÆjZáÐ¥â]Ã7æ{g3ŠH

ÐY,̂{hezZáR?Æ%œ/Ðt_·Ãàg™Zc*X

ªªªªRRRR::::
»DgƒZåXZk» (Anal Intercourse) ‚!a»å�ÒŸŠ~!š¨åG)q 11 ªRZq-

Æ%œ/~7ƒZXOW,{«̂!*gG‰ÒŸŠÅ@*gõ7CepâèŒÛd$ PHRJC R¬
~ƒäzZáÒŸŠ™äzZáÅgZ‚Å,qÝ™àIXZk|»ZŠgZuHŠHā¬Ò
ŸŠÆzZîZzgZkÅ¶K0+„~½"5é GEMMZq-‚w»z9åXOW,{aä¬ZLZq-gºŠZgÃ|Cð
Zzgˆ~zZ−{ÃCc*X
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{0+Zy»Zq-�ÛŠåZzgZkÆy~ÒŸŠÅg7g^~â�Zy`~_.!*C—hÆ‚BZkäêx»ù
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ic*Š{7,Jð~»g™ŠÏÌyZ[ƒäÐ¶X¬RÅ§bZâjw~Zë´â]ªCÙƒãÑzqƒ̂

‰XFZ�ÛZŠÃZkÆgzØÅp~ÅWÇ„¶Ôp´`Zzgxzg]QÌ:ƒmX!*z�ŠZkÆā`~

_.!*CÚzÅ´â]ÃWg„‰pQÌZÐÒŸŠÃg7g^™äÐ¬Ãð;C´`ZzgÂz7ï
mX
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f™HŠHìāÒic*ŠCÆˆ”V~´â]ªCÙƒäÆÌ̂;Cœ1]7QTÅzzÐ

¡‚ugzØªCÙƒD÷XÒŸŠÐOW,{”VÃT+Æa6,.yÁgz-VÅ™Zzg_.!*C
´â]6,ÃgDbƒÏt!*]ZëìāÒic*ŠCÆDg”V~aZƒäzZà´â]Zzg6,.*VCÙâjw
~ñ�ŠƒC÷X”VÅŠN¸w~zZ−+Æ´z{Z*ŠZzgZjwÆÃ·i~ÌZy´â]Ã÷á|#
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™äÅZqƒãe’XâCÙ+ÅtÑZ•ŠZg~»¦gœ1]Zzgf6¡ÅŠN¸w~Zi}òaZ
™$ËìX

}}}}òòòò::::
Z%ÆâCÙ+ÔOW,+Zzgœâ]6,%ÃiÆ‚Bf6¡~œ1]Ð„Òic*ŠCÐ

OW,ƒäzZátZW,Z]ZzgœóÅ”]~¼¶Ñ$ËìXÅ<å XDZøg~?m,ìāÓxâCÙ+ÅÑZ•
ŠZg~Ðf6¡~4~ÅYñX
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THE ROLE OF PSYCHIATRY IN THE MANAGEMENT

OF SEXUAL ASSAULT: A CASE SERIES

Michelle Zaydlin, Linda Pérez-Laras, Linda Laras 

Psychiatry, University of Miami Miller of Medicine/Jackson Memorial Hospital, Maima, USA 2.

Epidemiology and Public Health Justice Centre/Centro Salud Justicia; San Juan Bautista School of

Medicine, Caguas, PRI 3. Obstetrics Gynecology, Puerto Rico Health Justice Centre/Centro Salud

Justicia; Forensic Pediatric/Adolescent Gynecology, San Juan Bautista School of Medicine, Caguas, PRI

ABSTRACT

      Victims of childhood sexual abuse are at an increased risk for a multitude 

of mental health conditions. While many children exhibit concerning behavioral

changes following abuse, there is often a delay in identification and

implementation of psychiatric services, resulting in worsening mental and

physical health outcomes for victims. This case series aims to demonstrate the

importance of multidisciplinary victim-centered and trauma-focused treatment

including proactive psychiatric care. The review presents three cases of child

victims of sexual abuse who received psychiatric care after their initial

presentation to the Puerto Rico Health Justice Center (PRHJC). As evidenced

by the following cases and extant literature, child victims of sexual abuse have

an increased risk of severe mental health disorders. This indicates the

importance of recognizing and understanding behavioral warning signs of

childhood sexual abuse and the importance of psychiatric care as early as

possible following disclosure.                                                                
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INTRODUCTION

 Children who have experienced sexual violence are at an increased risk of 

developing mental health conditions when compared to children without a

history of maltreatment. In spite of the devastating short- and long-term

psychological effects of violence on children, there remains limited access to

interdisciplinary trauma-focused treatment centers that provide comprehensive

forensic clinical care, including psychological, medical and educational

services.                                                                

       Individuals who experience trauma are at risk of developing symptoms of 

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) including, but not limited to, nightmares,

flashbacks, avoidance of memories, and increased arousal. In addition to

PTSD, other conditions strongly associated with childhood sexual abuse

include: depression, anxiety, conversion disorder, borderline personality

disorder, psychosis, eating disorders, self-injury, suicidal ideation and suicide

attempts are also strongly associated with childhood sexual abuse. Often,

victims often meet the criteria for more than one of the aforementioned

diagnoses. This demonstrates that victims of childhood sexual abuse are at

increased risk for multiple long-term mental illnesses requiring psychiatric care

even long after the initial incident of abuse.                                                         

 The objective of this case series is to emphasize the importance of 

incorporating early psychiatric intervention following a child's disclosure of

sexual violence. A delay in receiving adequate diagnosis and treatment can

impact the child's trauma and mood symptoms, ultimately leading to an

increased need for subsequent psychiatric hospitalization and long-term

treatment. Early psychiatric intervention can dramatically impact the mental
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health of victims of child sexual abuse.                                                                

 Here we present three cases of child victims of sexual violence. All three 

received psychiatric care after their initial presentation to the Puerto Rico

Health Justice Center (PRHJC) located at the San Juan Bautista School of

Medicine in Caguas, Puerto Rico. The PRHJC is a multidisciplinary

victim-centered and trauma-focused program that offers clinical services for

survivors of sexual violence.                                                                

 Case information was obtained via a review of existing patient files from 

January 2018- January 2019. All participants were children who were victims

of sexual violence in Puerto Rico who were treated at the PRHJC. Identifying

information was removed for the protection of the patient's privacy. The

PRHJC and San Juan Bautista School of Medicine Review Board approved

this study.                                                                

CASE 1

 The first case considers an 11-year-old male who had been a victim of 

sexual assault including oral and penetrative anal intercourse prior to

presentation at the PRHJC. While the male victim was unable to identify the

date of the first incident of abuse, given the most recent dates of contact

between the child and aggressor, it was stipulated that at least one year had

passed between the last incident of abuse and the disclosure. It is believed

that the time from the first incident of abuse to disclosure was a little over two

years prior to presentation at the PRHJC. The victim initially disclosed the 

event to a family member and later to his mother. All the incidents of abuse

occurred at aggressor's home.                                                                

12
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 Based on the mother's report at the time of presentation to PRHJC, the 

child had begun to exhibit a variety of concerning behaviors over the two

years. She reported that he showed aggressive behavior at school along with

frequent tantrums at home and displayed difficulty following instructions, poor

frustration tolerance, and irritability both at home and school. She also

reported that he suffered from frequent nightmares, somniloquy, and bruxism. 

 Upon initial evaluation, it was reported that over the two years preceding 

presentation at the PRHJC, the victim had been suffering from the

above-mentioned abrupt changes in mood and behavior. Following the

assault, there was a history of one inpatient psychiatric hospitalization;

however, the child was not diagnosed with a formal illness and not receive any

long-term psychiatr ic care after discharge. He did fol low up with

psychotherapy; however, this was discontinued after a year for unclear

reasons.                                                                 

 Importantly, symptoms were identified both at home and school and 

despite being evaluated by physicians, nurses and therapists he deteriorated.

At the time of disclosure and presentation to the PRHJC, two years following

the assault, this victim was without appropriate psychiatric care or follow-up.

This delay in identification and care likely contributed to the continued

exacerbation of mood and behavioral symptoms.                                             

CASE 2

 This case considers a 13-year-old female victim of drug-facilitated sexual 

assault. At the time of presentation to the PRHJC, the victim was 17-years-old

and four years had passed between the incident of abuse and the disclosure.
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The aggressor, in this case, was a family member and the incident occurred in

the aggressor's home.                                                                

 When the patient had access to the PRHJC, following the disclosure of 

the abuse, the adolescent reported significant emotional distress that began

following the assault. She reported increased anxiety, insomnia, poor

concentration, labile mood, and academic dysfunction. The victim's mother

also confirmed these behavioral changes and reported that the adolescent

also experienced frequent nighttime awakenings, nightmares, sleep talking,

and bruxism and had begun to suffer from trichotillomania and nail-biting.

School history, at the time of presentation to the PRHJC, was significant for a

dramatic decrease in academic performance.                                                    

 As in the previous case, the child had been demonstrating significant 

symptoms across multiple settings. Similarly, several individuals were aware of

the changes in the child's conduct, yet opportunities for intervention were

missed. Despite symptoms indicative of emotional distress, at the time of

presentation to the PRHJC the child did not receive psychiatric care.                 

CASE 3

 Lastly, this case considers a 17-year-old female victim of childhood 

sexual abuse by her stepfather. The incident occurred two years before

disclosure, and the abuse occurred within the victim's home.                             

 Upon presentation to the PRHJC, this victim was exhibiting a multitude 

of psychiatrically concerning behaviors that began shortly following the abuse.

Within the school setting the child had experienced significant academic

decline, including failing one class, and in the year prior to presentation was no
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longer participating in previously enjoyed extra-curricular activities. At home,

the child was noted to have poor sleep secondary to frequent nighttime

awakening and excessive daytime fatigue. The victim's mother reported that

on multiple occasions, the child would become easily upset, leading her to lock

herself in her room and isolate. During several of these instances, the victim

had expressed wanting to take her own life.                                                       

 Again, the child experienced multiple worrisome behaviors leading to 

episodes of suicidal thoughts, yet no psychiatric services were received. It is

notable that before presentation at the PRHJC the child had received a

psychological evaluation due to her abrupt decline in academic performance;

however, the warning signs of child sexual abuse continued unidentified,

symptoms persisted, and appropriate care was not provided.                            

DISCUSSION

 Through this case series, we emphasize the importance of providing early 

psychiatric care to children exposed to sexual violence, and to be on the

lookout for possible indicators of child sexual abuse when a child manifests a

change in behavior. In all three cases we observed that a delay in receiving

adequate psychiatric diagnosis and treatment impacted the victim's mental

health, leading to overall worse trauma and mood symptoms.                           

 Our findings are consistent with previous literature, that children who are 

victims of sexual abuse are at an increased risk for severe mental health

outcomes, ranging from mood disorders to severe post-traumatic stress

disorder. As noted in the cases mentioned, many children who face traumatic

experiences often go without psychiatric intervention following the event 
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despite the onset of concerning behavioral symptoms. Recognizing child

sexual abuse must include understanding concerning behaviors and emotional

indicators. It is also important to note that the signs and symptoms of child

sexual abuse are often present across settings. Thus, the child's primary

caregiver along with other individuals in the child's life, including teachers and

school counselors, should identify signs concerning abuse. This team

approach improves access to care and mental-health outcomes.                       

CONCLUSIONS

 Utilizing a multidisciplinary victim-centered and trauma-focused approach 

that includes psychiatric services can decrease the negative impact of trauma

on mental health. Therefore, we recommend including psychiatric care in the

team approach of victim-focused care to minimize mental health crises

experienced by trauma victims and improve collaboration amongst healthcare

professionals, and, most importantly, improve outcomes for our patients.          
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Early Resumption Of Postpartum Sexual Intercourse 

and its Associated Risk Factors Among Married 

Postpartum Women Who Visited Public Hospitals 

Of Jimma Zone, Southwest Ethiopia: 

A cross-sectional Study

Tariku Bekela Gadisa , Mengistu Welday G/Michael , 

Mihretab Mehari Reda , Beyene Dorsisa Aboma 

Abstract

Introduction

 Postpartum sexual resumption without the use of contraception is a risk for 

unintended and closely spaced pregnancies. Although counseling related to

the resumption of postpartum sexual intercourse is a key component of

postpartum sexual health, it is not widely addressed during the postnatal

period. Thus, this study aimed to assess the early resumption of postpartum

sexual intercourse and its associated risk factors among married postpartum

women who visited public hospitals of Jimma zone, Southwest Ethiopia, for

child immunization services.                                                                

Methods

      The facility-based cross-sectional study design was undertaken, and a 

systematic random sampling technique was carried out to select 330

participants. Data were collected using a pretested interviewer-administered

questionnaire from August to September 2019. Obtained data were analyzed

using descriptive statistics. A bivariate analysis was used to determine th

significance of the association. Variables that showed association in the
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bivariate analysis at p-value <0.2 were fitted into a multivariable logistic

regression model to control for confounders, and the significance of

association was determined at p-value <0.05 with a 95% confidence interval

(CI).                                                                                                                      

Results

 Approximately 53.9% of the respondents practiced early resumption of 

postpartum sexual intercourse. Factors such as low income (AOR = 0.19 (95%

CI = 0.10-.37)), monogamous marriage 3.78(1.32-10.79), practicing sexual

intercourse during pregnancy (AOR = 4.55 (95% CI = 1.29-15.97)), a cesarean

delivery (AOR = 0.06 95%CI = (0.03-0.15)) and use of contraceptives (AOR =

3.7(95%CI = 1.92-7.14)) were significantly associated with early resumption of

postpartum sexual intercourse.                                                                

Conclusion and recommendation

 The findings of this study suggested that, most postpartum mothers 

resumed sexual intercourse during the early postpartum period and its

associated risk factors include low income, monogamous marriage, practicing

sexual intercourse during pregnancy, cesarean delivery, and use of

contraceptives. Discussion with couples about postpartum sexual health during

the antenatal and postnatal period is crucial to prevent unwanted pregnancies

and adverse health outcomes.                                                                

Introduction

 Postpartum sexual health attributes include the resumption of sexual 
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intercourse, sexual arousal, desire, orgasm, and sexual satisfaction.

Resumption of postpartum sexual resumption is defined as having the first

penetrative vaginal sexual intercourse after childbirth.                                        

 Recent evidence showed that the period of postpartum sexual abstinence 

is decreasing globally. For instance, the result of a recent study conducted in

Australia revealed that sexual abstinence for most women ends at 7 weeks of

postpartum, showing a shift from the taboo against sexual intercourse after

childbirth.                                                                

 A study conducted in Nigeria among postpartum women found that 

67.9% resumed sexual intercourse by 8 weeks following childbirth, similar to

study conducted in Ethiopia which found that 73.4% of women resumed sexual

intercourse after childbirth by 6 weeks. Reportedly, the early resumption of

postpartum sexual intercourse exposes many women to sexual and

reproductive health problems such as sexual discomfort, due to incomplete

healing of episiotomy or any lacerations.                                                             

 Consequently, postpartum mothers who resume sexual intercourse too 

soon after childbirth are at substantially greater risk for infections due to

vaginal lesions and abrasions following the labor and delivery process than

those who do not practice early resumption of sexual intercourse. In addition,

other evidence showed that a majority of mothers who have resumed

postpartum sexual intercourse during the first three months typical

experienced sexual morbidity such as dyspareunia, lack of vaginal lubrication,

difficulty in achieving orgasm, vaginal loosening, lack of sexual desire,

abnormal vaginal discharge, and genital tear.                                                     

 Furthermore, early resumption of postpartum sexual intercourse might 
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cause unintended pregnancies that may result in numerous poor maternal and

child health outcomes if not supplemented with effective contraceptive

methods.                                                                

 Unpredictably, a research study conducted in Southeast Nigeria revealed 

that early resumption of sexual intercourse after childbirth has endangered

child health by increasing the incidence of a childhood disease such as fever,

diarrhea, measles, and tetanus that culminates in under-five mortality.              

 Factors like spontaneous vaginal delivery, a low parity, low alive child, 

using contraceptive methods, resumption of menses, a monogamous

marriage, and the young age of mothers were some of the factors affecting the

early resumption of sexual intercourse among women in the postpartum

period.                                                                

 Though the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that all 

women be evaluated regarding the resumption of sexual intercourse as a part

of general assessment 2-6weeks following delivery, little attention has been

given by researchers, policymakers, and health care providers.                                       

 Besides, in most developing countries, many postpartum women do not 

get information or counseling about postpartum sexual health during the

antenatal and postnatal period when to resume sexual intercourse safely after

delivery. Similarly in Ethiopia, most studies conducted on women's health

during the postpartum period focused primarily on family planning utilization.    

 In conclusion, postpartum sexual health is one of the globally emerging 

agendas since sexual health can be significantly altered during pregnancy,

birth, and postpartum . Postpartum counseling for women concerning the early 

resumption of sexual intercourse, and its associated risk factors remains
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poorly documented. Hence, this study was aimed to assess the early

resumption of postpartum sexual intercourse and its associated risk factors

among married women who visited public hospitals of Jimma zone for child

immunization services.                                                                

Methods

Study area, study period, and study design

The facility-based cross-sectional study design was conducted in public

hospitals of Jimma Zone, Southwest Ethiopia from August to September 2019.

Population

 The source population of this study was all postpartum women who 

resumed sexual intercourse and visited public hospitals of the Jimma zone for

child immunization services at 14 weeks after childbirth. The study population

was postpartum women who resumed sexual intercourse and visited the

selected public hospitals of Jimma zone for immunization services at 14th

weeks after childbirth.                                                                

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

 Married mothers who have resumed sexual intercourse and visited 

these hospitals for child immunization services at 14 weeks after childbirth

were included in the study. Mothers who were critically ill during the study

period were excluded from the study.                                                                
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Sample size determination

 The sample size for this study was determined by using a single 

population proportion formula with the following assumptions: p = 0.734 from a

study conducted in Addis Ababa and confidence interval = 95%, critical value z

= 1.96 and degree of precision = 0.05 and considering a 10% non-response

rate, the final sample size was 330.                                                                

Sampling procedures

 Four out of seven public hospitals, namely; Shenen Gibe, Limmu, Seka, 

and Omo Nada hospitals were selected randomly by the lottery method. The

final sample size was proportionally allocated for the four hospitals based on

the previous six-month performance report of postpartum mothers visited in

each hospital.                                                                

Sampling technique

 The sampling interval of women was determined by dividing the total 

number of postpartum mothers visited for the previous six months from each

hospital by the final sample size that was 4. The first study participant was

selected by the lottery method and the subsequent study participants were

selected systematically at every fourth interval until the allocated sample size

was obtained from each hospital.                                                                

Outcome variable.

 Early resumption of postpartum sexual intercourse (resumption of sexual 

intercourse before six weeks after childbirth).                                                    
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Independent variables.

 The independent variables of this study include socio-demographic, 

reproductive and obstetric, sexual health-related variables.                                

The timing of sexual intercourse resumption.

 Was categorized into resumption before 6 weeks (early/unrecommended 

period) = coded by 1 and after 6 weeks (recommended time) = coded by 0.     
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((,}eä6,ZEwƒC÷ÔpZyÅ@*|Zzgp! antidepressants Z¤/pgŠc*8LZŠzc*])
ÆpÙZzgc*8L~Áo]÷X'×h+',WVZyÆç}ZzgÃZ+{ÆÚƒ6,_¬Å¶ìXëä

(”h+pÙZzgc*8LzZá%ÉVÆŠz!*g{hwŠZ4ƒäÅÑb»ñZi:H bipolar disorder)
(atypical antipsychotics) (Zzgc*âÊ-BðGE1ÅZŠzc*] mood stabilizers XÃ'×Z`Æ4~)

%ÉVÃ� 98 Æ‚Bc*ZkÆ%ZŠZÏÅZŠzc*]Ð´`™ÆÃgrHŠHåXpÙZzgc*8LÆ‚B
‚wÆnhwŠZ4g�Å 1 â{Zzg 6 ÆŠgxyc*8LÆ‚BZõ7w~ŠZ4¸ 2013 Zzg 2005

a c*mood stabilizer ÑjVÆcz~ÅˆÔ2{g`ƒäzZá´`Æ_.Ô)'×Z`jy()
(ZŠZÏÅZŠzc*]Æ‚BŠz!*g{hwŠZ4ƒä6,ZW,Z0+Ziƒä»Y,̂{ typical antipsychotics 

Æ‚B'×h+',WVÔc*8LÅZŠzc*]  (a n t i d e p r e s s a n t s 1ŠHXc*8LÅZŠzc*])
(ÅÑb~ZŸ†7ƒZXªZ¤/c*8LÅ mania Æfg=´`ÐÃu) antidepressants 

ZŠzc*]ŠvZŠzc*]Æ‚B÷áï™Šc*YñÂÁZiÁZq-‚wJ-Šz!*g{ËZâyZ[7ƒÏāŠZ4™Æ
´`Å¢zg]7,}X

Reference Link: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29449055/
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Adjunctive antidepressants in bipolar depression:

A cohort study of six-and twelve-months

 Re-hospitalization rates

Abstract

 Although antidepressants are widely used in bipolar depression, 

there is weak evidence for their effectiveness and safety in this

condition. Furthermore, there is a paucity of studies on the risk-benefit

ratio of antidepressants maintenance treatment in bipolar disorder. We

compared re-hospitalization rates of patients with bipolar disorder-I

depressive episode who were discharged with mood stabilizers and/or

atypical antipsychotics with or without adjunctive Antidepressants.

Ninety-eight patients with bipolar disorder -I who were hospitalized with

a depressive episode between 2005 and 2013 were retrospectively

followed for 6-months and 1-year re-hospitalization rates, as well as

time to re-hospitalization, according to treatment at discharge: mood

stabi l izers and/or  a typ ica l  ant ipsychot ics  wi th  or  wi thout

antidepressants. Multivariable survival models adjusted for covariates

known to influence re-hospitalization were conducted. Six-months and

1-year re-hospitalization rates were significantly lower in the

adjunctive- antidepressants treatment group compared to the no-AD

group (9.2% vs. 36.4%, P = .001, power = 0.87 and 12.3% vs. 42.4%,
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P = .001, power = 0.89, respectively). Time to re-hospitalization within

6-months and 1-year was significantly longer in the adjunctive-AD

treatment group (169.9 vs 141 days, P = .001 and 335.6 vs 252.3

days, P = .001, respectively). Adjunctive-AD treatment at discharge

reduced significantly the adjusted risk of re-hospitalization within

6-months (HR = 0.081, 95% CI: 0.016-0.412, P = 0.002) and 1-year

(HR = 0.149, 95% CI: 0.041-0.536, P = 0.004). Moreover, adjunctive-

antidepressants treatment did not increase re-hospitalization rates of

manic episode. In conclusion, adjunctive-antidepressant therapy mood

stabilizers/atypical antipsychotics at discharge from bipolar disorder -I

depressive episode hospitalization is associated with a lower rate of

and a longer time to re-hospitalization during a 1-year follow up period.

Reference Link: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29449055/
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]Ê†]�Ún6µ^ñ1 '' ‘vkÚß‚ '' ÞËŠn^io›ç…µ†

q^Þ1æ]Öoì’×jn6
âguR,-gi8ZÝe~

>Zh,ÆqïZ�ÛZŠ~0*ðYäzZàegÐVÅ¶K0+„™D÷XDÙZgzV7Â
ôzVZ+S:]÷�,ÆjZáÐâCÙ;]CD÷XZq-¿JÔ¢~<ÍZäzZÑÔ

 ZÎgIc*!*;ƒYìZzgÃð_c™äzZÑÔZK!*]ŠCÙZäzZÑfzgÔc*ç{ñwhezZÑƒYìX
Z�ÛZŠ~ÃyÏÏ0*ðYC÷?-Eg;WsOg*Æe-k&Ó43ð EGEgyÅ '' ¡q '' ;Cîg6,

u',Z„~>ÅZq-šÔe-kä̀9Ws,ZzgÎ̄‚§ßY~÷áùƒäzZáZq-6£á
~ZkÎZw»�Z[Š¶ÅÃÒÅXZrVäqgzfsS:]ÃZÌŠ~:_.!*]»ZÖgÔµ

_.!*]ÔZzg"ØZzg_.!*]~°xZWÔZZÔÒÔ¡q,Å¶K0+„™D÷X
XZk,u '' 4+,ÆßvîsZ~ŠZ@Zsgnp÷ '' ›zgyZzgZkÆ‚¹VäCc*ā

Zk,±jèEäŠú~Hìh�ÛZ[+äK¿Å,ÅS¤ÒyÅā�›™YìZzg»xÌ™Y
S:]~ÐÃyÐ 30 †]ÆâCÙ+Ð7Yā 137 ìX›zgyZzgZkÆ‚¹Vä

¹Zh,zZàƒÏXâCÙ+äqgzfsS:]CN:_.!*]»ZÖgÔßÍVÐÎƒzZà
…3š3ï EGGÔÎaÔZzg"ØgztZzgqgzfsS:]7ƒ':Š#ÔZfŠÏÔZCZ[Zzg"ìX

�ÛŠ~ƒC÷: '' ¡q '' fs~,ÅZyS:]Åz„Š~ˆìÔ�;Cîg6,Zq-
X_.!*]»ZÖg 1

XßÍVÐZi©] 2

Xµ_.!*] 3

X"Œ 4
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X‡/ 5

XßÍVÃÃZ+{àäÅ[ 6

X’uZzgu¤/ò 7

XZŠZg»ìwǵ 8

X3,x'×Z` 9

X�ÛnÙÏ 10

X|X 11

XfZCi0+Ï~Äz‚ 12

XF,KMÐ»x 13

X”w2w 14

X¨g™** 15

X)1Cf 16

XŠzuzVÐZKY,̂!*]™** 17

XZOŠ 18

XzzŠ 19

XŠzuzVÆZiìÑ]ZC** 20

XZÎg~ 21

XpZ[zìwƒ** 22

X�lzyzl 23

XWâŠÏ¿ 24

XpŠÅg~ 25

Xö 26

X»x~¢~ 27
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XŠzuzVÅ1Ck™** 28

XZfŠÏÅ)ñ�ŠÏ 29

XŠ#ÆìÑ]**aƒ** 30

�ÛŠÅS:]Ã6,3XZrVätñZi:HāZyÅ '' ¡q '' ẐiZV>ä;Cîg6,ZyÆ
Ð3,000 z„ÔpŠZOŠ~ÔYg¢AZzg¹Wzg~‰Šv;CUƒVÆ‚BñZi:HìX '' ¡q ''

ic*Š{Z�ÛZŠÆY,̂}ÆgŠ¿ÅYõ7,@*wÅXZK7ÍÇVÅ@*GÆnñZi:H†;Cîg6,¡
qZ�ÛZŠZZ;CZdwÐzZh;CEV)pŠZOŠ~ÔpŠ¦gÔzŸs#ÔZzggYá(ZZŠgZÅ÷
Zzg$zg;C,~Á÷†Z¡wÔYg¢AÔZzgyZ[çÑC|uX

Reference Link:

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/social-instincts/202011/4-characteristics-psychologically-healthy-people
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Traits Found in Psychologically 

"Healthy" Individuals

Mark Travers Ph.D.

 Researchers identify the personality markers found in well-adjusted 

individuals.                                                                

 There are hundreds if not thousands of traits psychologists use to 

describe someone's personality. A person can be gentle, nervous,

modest, or conscientious. Someone can be demanding, independent,

vain, or risk-taking.                                                                

 Which traits are most likely to be found in psychologically "healthy" 

individuals? A team of researchers led by Weibke Bleidorn of the

University of California, Davis attempted to answer this question in a

new paper published in the Journal of Personality and Social

Psychology. They found that high levels of openness to feelings,

positive emotions, and straightforwardness, combined with low levels

of neuroticism, were most indicative of a healthy personality.                

 "Scholars have been interested in characterizing a healthy personality

prototype since the beginning of the scientific study of personality,"

state Bleidorn and her team. "The father of modern personality trait

theory, Gordon Allport, distinguished the 'mature person' based on

their intentional pursuit of long-term goals. Erik Erikson famously

claimed that Sigmund Freud described the healthy person as someone
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who can love and work."                                                                

 Bleidorn and her team added a contemporary twist to this age-old 

question. In their first study, they recruited 137 personality experts to

rate which of 30 commonly used personality traits would appear in

psychologically stable individuals. They found that experts rated

openness to feelings, warmth, positivity, and straightforwardness as

the traits most likely to appear in well-adjusted individuals. Hostility,

depressiveness, vulnerability, and anxiousness, on the other hand,

were rated as least likely to be found in well-adjusted individuals.         

Below is the full list of personality traits, ranked high to low on

their likelihood of describing a psychologically "healthy"

individual:                                                                

1- Openness to Feelings

2- Warmth

3- Positive Emotions

4- Straightforwardness

5- Competence

6- Altruism

7- Activity

8- Openness to Values

9- Tender-Mindedness

10- Dutifulness
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11- Gregariousness

12- Self-Discipline

13- Order

14- Achievement

15- Deliberation

16- Openness to Aesthetics

17- Assertiveness

18- Trust

19- Compliance

20- Openness to Ideas

21- Modesty

22- Openness to Fantasy

23- Excitement-Seeking

24- Openness to Actions

25- Self-consciousness

26- Impulsivity

27- Anxiousness

28- Vulnerability

29- Depressiveness

30- Hostility

 Next, the researchers repeated this exercise with a group of 

undergraduate students. They found a high degree of consistency

between the ratings of the personality experts and the undergraduates,
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suggesting that the personality traits associated with psychological

health can be identified by laypeople and experts alike.                          

 The researchers then put their profile of the psychologically 

"healthy" individual to the test. They did this by measuring how well

their "healthy" profile lined up with other psychological dimensions

such as well-being, self-esteem, aggression, and narcissism.

Examining survey responses from over 3,000 individuals, they found

support for their predictions: Psychologically healthy individuals scored

higher on psychological dimensions associated with superior

psychological functioning (e.g., self-esteem, self-concept clarity, and

optimism) and lower on dimensions associated with psychological

dysfunction (e.g., exploitativeness, aggression, and antisocial

behavior).                                                                

 The authors conclude, "Similar to Carl Rogers' portrayal of the 'fully 

functioning' person, the psychologically healthy person can be

characterized as being capable to experience and express emotions,

straightforward, warm, friendly, genuine, confident in their own abilities,

emotionally stable, and fairly resilient to stress. This research

integrates a number of historical threads in the literature on optimal

human personality configurations and provides a practical means for

future research on this important and interesting topic."                         

Reference Link:

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/social-instincts/202011/4-characteristics-psychologically-healthy-people
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HGEEEÔâguW0+g}ÃÃLZzgZqZÃâà

‚.rWseÌZ6s¾w�**ïÃŠzpZ&â�ZfZyÆ‚B**oƒ|uÆZ²Zâ]

»‚oìÔT~Zq-{ÂyÆ‚BŸ©]Æ!*g}~ÌìT~Z,Väúc*Vîg6,ÒyH

ìX©]»',Z{gZ„DgppzZÑZq-fg=‰.ÞEiÆ‚tWc*ZzgZ²Zâ]¬Z+Kāz{Òîg6,zZã

nŠáZzg!*g!*g̃5‡ÂVÆ‚B©]Z2Zg™@*ìX‰.ÞEiäZ,ØZ@Šñ÷�ZkÅ@*G™D

Š3ðŠï÷X

XØZ@»Y,̂{1ŠHìz{tÌCD÷āŠzâV»xÐ!*CÙÁÐÁ&ñZµ6,A¸XZq-â�

{ÂyZ−gäCc*āZkÆzZ÷Ð©]¸Z#z{rWsŠÃ¦o¸XpZrVä,xg�Ã

¹Xzßä‰.ÞEiÆ‚BŠze{¯y»ßV~Ÿ©]Æ!*g}~ÎZÑ]Æ�Z!*]ŠØX

ZL�Z[~ÔzZ÷ä¹āz{{ÂVÃY…÷pÒ©]Ãð{u!*]ìX

2001 ZkÆˆZrVättHāZ,VäßN*ƒyÔZ+!~@*gõg¶Å¶Ô˜Vz{ŠzâV

~ë]Ô̧Z#z{ZµZµë]¸XZrVä¹āZyÆ‚B©]»Zg‚[F‚ßV~ƒZZzg

ZrVä '' ~ZkÆn
8-.54è
FGFJEåz;Vtg}Š¶ÆnÔ '' Æîg6,ÒyHX '' ‚¶ZzgŠz„ '' Z¹

¹X
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½âŠz]Ô̂zZ÷äŠzu~!*g‰.ÞEiÃ̄yHXZrVäZ‹ZsHZy»Z’ZðÒyŠg„7
åXZrVä¹āZ#ZkäZk{ÂyÐ5‡]ÅìÔÂz{©]ÒâÎ»7åZzgz{ZkÆn

åYèz{”ZÅZ¯Z`~Ò$+ZOòZzgÒAgZzá»¶K:“WzZáZ�ÛZŠÆn‡âãeg{ '' qò '' Zq-
�ð~÷áïƒäÐ0ZLtg}Ô™C¶X

fgZùätÌZ²Zx¬Z+HìāzZ÷ärWseÌ“WÐIÌZq-Šzu~Ô¹Á/�œ

3„Å§sÒYge$»bCÙ{HåÔ&Zq-â~.ä**Ih+{Cc*ìX

~zZ÷ǢYZ~ 2012 tû{Ô‰.ÞEiÆfg=qÝ™Š{Š*zm,Z]~÷áïåÔZ(4åā

éZ»ƒ.$Ð{ÂyZ−gÃ5ŠHåÔZ#zßZq-Zë¾wåZzgZ7#-Cë GHE�ZzZ6sÅªŠ]™g;

åXpZ&Z−gZLP*Ð0tg}ÆnzZ÷J-Yâ‰XzZ÷ÆZ~éZ»ƒ.$ÐÇ

‰�Z[ÐZkÆ‚Byh+Zg~™äÆnY**©HåXzZ÷»IìāZkÆ0*kZkÅÃðc*ŠZ“

Æn '' ç°â` '' 7ìZzgZkä¹āZ¤/Z(¼ƒZìÂÔz{èZtÆîg6,ƒÇXdqwz{ZkÆn

»g÷X

',Z{gZ„Yïg~Æ‚BZq-fgZùäCc*āZk{ÂyätzZ§”ZǢgwºÆ‚B¥H

p¹āZkäu»g~îg6,De$Šg`7ÅXŠíZk!*]Å¤&7™}ÇāWc*Ãð)Åˆìc*

7X‰.ÞEiÃŠØ‰Zq-ZÚz-~Ô‚.¯Yº�~zZbgyä¹ìāz{ŸzZîÅËÌ

¬]Å¤&7™Mh÷X

zik,ŠÃq;gÛA
\ABè
EEEä¹āz{Ò$+»g~ÆZ²Zâ]Ã¤ÏÐfe÷XZ#ÌÒ$+ÄZãÆ

Z²Zâ]Ã÷}‚tÑc*ŠHÂ~Z7å¤ÏÐ1ìX6ā~äZÒúZòîg6,¹ìā=ËÌ
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tjAÆnç{ìXtW6,¾»g~ZzgZkZŠZg}Ænç{ìX¼ŠfgZùäŸ©]»

',Z{gZ„Y+zZáZq-¬@fgZùÐZy}.÷á]»ZÖg™Dƒñ‰.ÞEiÐ!*]Åìā̄`~
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ÅÙ|#Å™«6,Z·tHìX
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Former top Soldier in Canada Gen. Jonathan Vance

facing allegations of inappropriate Behaviour with

female subordinates: sources

By Mercedes Stephenson, Marc-André Cossette & Amanda Connolly Global News 

 Former chief of defense staff Gen. Jonathan Vance is facing allegations of 

inappropriate Behaviour with two female subordinates, including one regarding

an alleged relationship with a woman he significantly outranked.                        

      A source with direct knowledge of the relationship came forward to Global 

News alleging a relationship with sexually explicit exchanges and repeated

private meetings. Global News has viewed evidence that appears to support

this, dating from 2019 to as recently as January 2021.                                        

 The evidence reviewed also suggests the two met on at least three 

occasions outside of work. Global News reached out to the female subordinate 

alleged to have had a relationship with Vance while he was chief of defense

staff. She said the allegations are true but asked to remain anonymous.   

Global News has agreed to honor this request.

 Vance responded to questions about the alleged relationship in two 

separate phone calls with Global News. In his first response, Vance suggested

he only knew the woman in a professional context, and denied having any

direct communication with her.                                                                

        He suggested any sexually explicit exchanges could be fabricated. He 

subsequently acknowledged that they had dated in Gage town, N.B., where

they were both posted in 2001, while they were in separate chains of
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command. He said the relationship with her evolved over the years, describing

them as "colleagues and friends. "I'm a champion for her. There to provide

advice," he said.                                                                

 Roughly two hours later, Vance called Global News a second time. He 

acknowledged he had been "holding back" in his initial response, saying he

had done so because he didn't want to "betray confidences."                             

 He then said that while he has met with the woman, the relationship was 

not sexual and that he was a "supporter" for her as she sought his advice

regarding joining the lawsuit for victims of sexual misconduct and sexual

harassment in the Canadian Forces.                                                            

 Sources also allege to Global News that Vance made a sexual comment 

toward a second, much younger junior soldier prior to becoming chief of

defense, which a source described as unwanted.                                          

 That comment, contained in documents obtained by Global News, 

appeared to have been sent from Vance's military email account to a female

corporal in 2012, when Vance was a major general and leading the Strategic

Joint Staff.                                                                

 The female corporal had reached out to Vance for career advice. A 

response sent from Vance's email account raises the prospect of going to a

clothing optional vacation destination with her. Vance says that he has no

recollection of the exchange and suggested that if it did occur, he would have

intended it as a joke rather than a solicitation.                                            

 He also said he would be willing to "apologize" if he did make the 

comment. A source with direct knowledge said that the woman shared the

incident with the Canadian Forces Ombudsman but said that she did not file
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an official complaint. The office would not confirm whether any investigation

was opened.                                                                

      In an interview with Global News, former military ombudsman Gary 

Walbourne said he could not confirm any details of the alleged incident.

Defense Minister Harjit Sajjan said the office takes allegations of sexual

misconduct seriously. "When allegations of sexual misconduct are brought to

my attention, I have always taken them seriously. As I have often publicly

stated, I have no tolerance for any form of sexual misconduct," Sajjan said in a

statement shared with Global News.                                                               

 "I want to assure Canadians that I have always insisted that any and all 

allegations that are brought to my attention should be reported to the

appropriate authorities to begin relevant investigations that might be

warranted."                                                                

      The allegations come a little over two weeks after Vance formally handed 

over command after announcing his decision to resign last summer, which

Global News confirmed came after the Prime Minister's Office did not

recommend him as a candidate for the top post of Military Advisor to NATO.

Vance's tenure as chief of defense staff was marked by a cultural and legal

reckoning over rampant sexual misconduct in the military's ranks.                    

 He became chief of defense staff in July 2015, just three months after 

former Supreme Court of Canada justice Marie Deschamps issued a damning

report outlining the extent of the "hostile" and "sexualized" culture in the

military, with a particular focus on the chain of command not taking

misconduct seriously.                                                                      
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 It was Vance himself who, in response to the report, launched Operation 

Honor, the Canadian Armed Forces' mission to prevent and address sexual

misconduct within its ranks. "Any form of harmful sexual Behaviour has been

and always will be absolutely contrary to good order and discipline," Vance

said in his inaugural address as chief of defense staff on July 17, 2015.        

 "It is a threat to morale. It is a threat to operational readiness and a threat 

to this institution," he said. Multiple sources including one with direct

knowledge of the alleged relationship spoke to Global News expressing

concerns that despite Vance's public emphasis on the need to tackle harmful

sexual Behaviour in the military, he was not living up to that standard in

private. Sources cited fears of career repercussions given they remain in the

military, so Global News has agreed to protect the identities of those who

came forward.                                                                

 Core elements of the allegations laid out in this report were corroborated 

using a combination of military service records, interviews with sources both

within and outside of the military chain of command, and through visual

confirmation of dozens of communication logs of exchanges that appear to

come from Vance.                                                                

 As chief of defense staff, Vance outranked every other member of the 

Canadian military and sat at the ultimate spot in the military chain of

command. Yet multiple sources suggest the alleged relationship was known

among fellow members of the military leadership, several of whom raised

concerns repeatedly to Global News that it violated the National Defense Act

and the military's directive on personal relationships.                                         
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 Section 129 of the National Defense Act defines the charge of prejudicing 

good order or discipline as "an act or omission" constituting an offence under

any part of the act, or which contravenes "any regulations, orders or

instructions published for the general information and guidance of the

Canadian Forces or any part thereof."                                                              

       The directive on personal relationships and fraternization defines 

"personal relationship" as "an emotional, romantic, sexual or family

relationship, including marriage or a common-law partnership or civil union,

between two CAF members." It goes on to note that those in personal

relationships "must notify their chain of command of any personal relationships

that could compromise the objectives of this defense administrative orders and

directive."                                                                

        It also states that, "A CAF member in a personal relationship with another 

CAF member, DND employee or member of an allied force, contractor or an

employee of a contractor shall not be involved, regardless of rank or authority,

in the other person's: performance assessment or reporting."                          

 According to a source with direct knowledge of the relationship, those 

rules were not respected.                                                 

Vance's rise through the ranks

       The alleged years-long consensual relationship as described to Global 

News began in 2001, after the pair met at CFB Gage town in New Brunswick

where they were both stationed. Vance was at the time the commanding

officer of the second battalion of the Royal Canadian Regiment. As a

lieutenant-colonel, he outranked the woman, who was still a junior officer.     
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      However, she was not under Vance's command, and the pair dated 

openly. Five years later, in 2006, Vance was serving in Toronto as chief of staff

to Brig.-Gen. Guy Thibault, then commander of Land Force Central Area,

headquartered at the Denison Armory in the city's Downs view neighborhood.

While in that position, Vance outranked the woman in question, who later

moved to take up a posting in Toronto that placed her within his chain of

command.                                                                

 Vance says there was no sexual relationship at this time.In 2008, Vance 

was promoted to the rank of brigadier general, and his career rise

con t inued .H e  was  dep loyed  t o  A fghan i s tan  t o  t ake  over  as

commander-designate of Joint Task Force Afghanistan, taking on several

command roles in the mission before becoming commander of Joint Task

Force Afghanistan and Task Force Kandahar in 2009 and 2010.                  

 Those promotions of Vance to top command came after Daniel Ménard, 

formerly a brigadier general, was removed from the role and later court

martialed for having an "intimate personal relationship" with a corporal under

his command while on deployment in violation of the National Defence Act,

and attempting to block the investigation into that charge.                           

Vance continued to rise following that command position.

 He became deputy commander of the Allied Joint Force Command 

Naples in 2013, then commander of Canadian Joint Operations Command in

July 2014. Exactly one year later, he would become chief of defence

staff.Three months prior to Vance receiving that top post though, Deschamps

released her landmark report in April 2015 outlining endemic sexual

misconduct throughout virtually all levels of the Canadian Forces.                   
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 She took aim in particular at the chain of command. Deschamps outlined 

that the "focus on obedience and conformity" within the chain of command

"may therefore lead some junior (more likely female) members to feel that they

have little choice to but to [sic] go along with the sexual advances of more

senior (more likely male) members. "Indeed, participants noted that senior

officers, even [commanding officers] sometimes turned a 'blind eye' on highly

dubious relationships."                                                                

 Deschamps went on to stress that "it is precisely to address circumstances 

like these that the Criminal Code provides that there is no consent where the

accused abuses his or her position of power or authority over the complainant

to engage in sexual activity." Her report cited power imbalances and the issue

of differences in military rank as "central" to discussions about consent when it

comes to sexual Behaviour in the military.                                                            

 "This concern is particularly relevant to the context of the CAF where the 

chain of command, and the organizational structure that support it, is the basis

of most interactions," Deschamps wrote, emphasizing "the all-encompassing

power structure of the CAF - where a senior-ranking officer may have control

over not only a complainant's employment, but also her career advancement,

transfer, or deployment."                                                                

     Comment by Dr Syed  Mubin  Akhtar _ females even in armed service of 

Canada are unable to protect themselves from illicit sex by male officers, so

how can these women who work in civilian institutions. Therefore it is best to

follow the Islamic teachings in this regards i.e. separation of the sexes as

much as possible. Modesty of dress and early marriages.                                
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British teens recount sexual abuse

The Tribune 

LONDON (Reuters) - 

 More than 10,000 young people in Britain have recounted what they say 

are teenage experiences of sexual harassment and abuse by fellow teens in

an outpouring described by a senior police officer as a "#MeToo movement"

for schools.                                                                

 Their stories, posted anonymously on a website called "Everyone's Invited" 

at a rapidly accelerating pace over the past three weeks, make harrowing

reading.                                                                

 The website is the brainchild of Soma Sara, 22, who says she experienced 

what she calls rape culture within her teenage social circle, and decided to act

after conversations with friends convinced her this was a pervasive problem.   

 "I'm talking about when behaviour that's not normal is normalised, so 

something like groping at a Christmas party, or non-consensual sharing of

intimate photos, or derogatory sexist comments," she told Reuters.                

 "When those things are normalised they can actually act as a gateway to 

more extreme acts and criminal acts such as sexual assault and rape."            

 The majority of stories on "Everyone's Invited" are of girls being mistreated 

by boys, though there are also some accounts of boy-on-boy, girl-on-girl and

girl-on-boy abuse. A significant minority are by boys who express disgust at

things they witnessed, or in some cases did.                                   

 The author of one post says she was 14 when she passed out drunk on a 
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sofa and woke up with someone's penis in her mouth. Another says she

shared nude photos with her boyfriend which he sent to his friends. Another

describes kissing a boy for the first time in her life only for him to push her

head down towards his crotch.                                                                

 Some of the gravest incidents described, if confirmed, could constitute 

criminal offences including assault and rape. London's Metropolitan Police

described the outpouring as "deeply concerning" and encouraged victims to

come forward to report potential crimes.                                                            

 "I think it's reasonable to predict that there is going to be a significant 

number of reports that are going to come into the system," said Simon Bailey,

a senior police officer in charge of child protection issues nationally, on BBC

radio.                                                                

 "It's the #MeToo movement for schools," he said. "We are dealing with the 

tip of the iceberg."                                                  

 

"IT'S EVERYWHERE"
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}Ðā4yZv!¡wzsÆZqÐi~tßvX™zg−‰÷óóX
)Z½kZi:LLZ°§6,.Vóóù·»gk,=Z*WgHã%jx(

øgZgÌZ�Ìøg~¸ò¬Zzgøg~—ãëW°»WsŠZgìX�SÔ�cÔº!Zzg_É

½ãÓx0*Îãi!*3ŠZNÐ!*NÃèYC÷Zzg8ûEL¬c*8ûEL&~g¶ÅYC÷XZyÆZÒz
9wz½{Ìœu÷XZ#āgzðwz½{!*NÐŠZNÃ‘YD÷ZzgtwzsÌøg}ê
Åi!*âVÆaZb÷Xgzðwzs~ZgŠz’k,™äÃgzZ`Š¶ÐZgŠzÌZbƒYñÏZzgZKn
i!*âVÐZk»**@*I^YñÇX-Vøg~̧òi!*y7g~̧xÐ[:ƒYñÏX

øg}gÌZ�»øg~̧xÆ'Z+Ô�d$ÔÕyZzgpÄÐHģì?Zkñçq6,Zy÷áYZvZ‹
Ü~!*]ƒÏX
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]Œeökôìç÷ì¼Òo‡öÖËä
Z1�X�ÛZà}Zc

W`-ÄòìXò-VÅ0*Îã¸xÐ¬»ģŠ+ZsxÆ‚B‚BZgŠzÐÌÝìXë›à~ëi!*ã»
YÐZ[J-ZgŠz„¶X 1889 ÌZë™ŠZgƒ@*ìXWiZŠ§VzòÅu»g~i!*yZgŠzìX=£òÅu»g~i!*yÌ

YÃñŠ~u»gä=£ò~ZgŠzÅu»g~w»™Š~Xu»g~i!*yy~Æ 2020m13 ‚wˆ 1311
‚B¼£òò~i!*âVÅu»g~w',ŒÛZgìÔpò~i!*âVÃZCgÌZ�&Ðps™ÆŠ-**¤/~Z(g
™ä6,6gHYg;ìXgÌZ�Åp~Ðo{Ô�d$ÔÕyÔpÄƒ¼$+wYìXëi!*âVÐ»^™g3Y
YìXZgŠzÔÃgÏÔ�cÔ_Ôº!ÔuZ«Ôò~Ô]45é IGEÔ’ZzgÃÚãÉøg}êÅ¹Ïi!*3&gÌZ�
~’k,ÅYC÷XuÆß"¹8-Æ›y�F,ÅZÑÝLLZz”góói!*y1s÷z{Ì&„~èYCìX

&Æ½~p÷á+ÔZŠ[WŠZ[ÐzZ�Ôv[ÔplzäÔplsZzgpl¯x¿Æ÷X÷»Äì:X
" K™ä~&Íð„7™@* "þ

" 7,³÷ÄÃðëÎz{Ì]åIOzæÐì "

8ûEL&Zk,ZãâìXt8ûEL¬Zzg8ûELäÃ5™¯c*ŠHìXZkâ»**xLL¬äóóåÔ1wsLLcóó
Ò‹ZEwÐ¤/ŠHX8ûEL¬²!âìX¬»Èì™c™**X¬pZzqŠZ−+äZXŠHåÔZzg
ZkâÅp!ÅzzÐZkÐ¬ÆgÌZ�™c™Šb‰¸X8ûELäZq-Zk,ZãâåÔ�¾ƒ,œ~

~Zk,Zy~gZòƒZÔ1ZÐÌ8ûEL&ÅZXŠÆˆF,u™Šc*ŠHÔYVā&.e$plúZzgp[
ßg]âìXZºZ[W!*Š~»tÄŠ&ÀŸ/õ GGÔT~Q,Vä¾w'g]ÐLLSkwóó»|xZzgLLSsxóó»
|xŠ™Šc*ìXë÷:X

" Ñx&»ìQk"ìENGLplâÅ−³ "

" ëÂ»�ÛƒVÔZ¤/È}:ƒVSsxÆ "

Y~½¾w0*÷áäZÐps™ÆF,Åi!*ygzðgÌ 1928 %æGN»È¢ã»gÌZ�Ì¸åX1
Z�~™»¬Šc*ZzgfZCŠpàX¦g�Ûâ�āZ¤/Ëgzit¬0*Îy~Yg~ƒYñāW`ÆÃ̂ð
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¿ÎZñgzðwzsÆÔËgÌZ�~ZgŠz7ÉYÂzí³m,ÅX(,~®ZŠRy7,|ƒYñÏZzgZq-
±ÆˆH(,Zfí{Ã**»g{ƒYñÇX¸%æGNÃVÆ‚BƒZXZ(„',R~Zôm,~Ãfg=½ŒÛZg
Šïz‰ÜÌƒZåXQkz‰ÜÌZº"ä7ÍðÅ¶:X

" tñ�Š{§jgZ„$ÓëL°xƒVÐ "

" 5�d$ƒÏZzg6‚âVÅƒVÐ "

" :aZƒÏ8ûELO¬Ð÷áÈZŠ[W• "

" :&wsSkîgÐi"ìGELg¶ƒVÐ "

" øg~Z˜jVÐi!*V**WÙƒÏ "

" Å›é NE‹f!!*iZgÅ¸÷áÐæƒVÐ "

1',RÆ›âVä)u»g~îg6,ZKi!*yÅ™«ÅXZ#āF,Å~ZÖp»Èps
ƒŠHXÓxfí{Exgœ~»eƒ0ŠHZzgZyÂ1VÃ7,"Æ‡.Þ:g�ÅzzÐ%æGNÃVÅ5±»ZLâè
Ðm{ƒŠHX5±²!~ŒÛWÈˆÅˆz]™äÅXŠ]ÐÌøzxƒ̂Xz{Â$+#Z²âVG

$ð
ENgÏòÅ’q-äŒÛWyÔug$Zzg}Å½»ŸYg~g3ÔTÆË~F,Å~ñ�Š{Zz[Æa
Z�ÛZ›»gxWñX)LLâgÏóóz„Äì�ZgŠz~LLâg~óóc*LLâgZãóóìX(Z[œggZ#qZgŠzZyä
F,ÅÆ(ZŠZgzV~F,»È¢ã»gÌZ�7,Jä»¬Yg~™Šc*ìXt¬Yg~™DƒñZ,Vä¹:
LLŠ*~Z+Ãð¸x=CŠ,�ZK@*gõZzg�d$ÆZ-¶V„Ã7,"Ðøzxƒ?HŠ*~Z+Ãð
¸xì�ZL!*\ŠZŠZÅGzVÆPVÃ7,"Å&¢A„Ð¬g~ƒ?HŠ*~Z+Ãð¸xì�ZL
‡&ÿELõÄZÔZŠ'VÔ!{3¨4è

EE
GEÔ®+Zzg¬>VÆ’k,™Š{÷á‚gzVÃ7,"Ð‡Üƒ?i!*yZK̈âVÆ

ŠgxygZÆ»»xuZ�xŠîìXZ¤/W\ËçÑ}ÐZKi!*y’k,™ä»háBÂz{çÑ{ZK
è<ØÔ®ZzgZŠ[ÐÌøzxƒY@*ìXøg~�d$ZÖpÔ’k,Ô»½zVZzgÂ1VÐ … i!*y„Ð7

^YàìXZ¾wå„Z�'V»‘Zg{g;ìXZkÆÓxÍÚ’k,ZzgæïÐRL7,}÷Ô
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p$+¬ÐæïÆZy%âVÃ̧xK„Ð‡ÜìX…ecāëZK5±Ã¢ãF,Åi!*yI»
ñµ�ÛZë™,X…Â¢ãF,Åi!*yI»Ãðñµ„�ÛZë7HŠHÔpZ[øg~5±ÃZkhÐ
øzx7g3Y**ecóóX

Zyƒ¬ìāWÒ{^™F,Å~ÌtâbwƒYñÇZzgQgŠzY+zZßVÆaF,ÅG™
ƒYñÇXQøgZ÷á²ÃgÏ~�Ûc*Š™**gh™)āLLi!*Èc*§ð%æGNÅzð%æGNÅ&ŠZßóó(c*gZÈ%æGNÅÐ�Û�Û�Û�Û
%æGNÅ1wg;ƒÇX

øg}fgZùZšrÐ�ßvgzðwzs~ZgŠz™Å¬Š]ÃgzZ`Š}gì÷Ô7¥xāZ¹
Z0+Zi{ìc*7āz{øg~̧xÆ'Z+Ô�d$ÔÕyZzgpÄÃH™zg¦kvyàäÆŠg9÷XF,Å»

Š/…$2äÆa»°ìX®Z̧xÆCÙ�ÛŠ»�ÛnìāZL”VÆ¢Š~ZkgzZ`Åj,(Ë
™}XZzgZLŠZ],{Z(gÅuJ-Zk$z!*»{ØD¯äÅÃÒ™}X

ZOg@ZKÂ[LL´áV»izZwóó~˜÷:X
LLZ[ÑƒgÅÃÖV~Zôm,~Yw¬xAŠ3ðŠï÷1ˆÔ£Ã7WDXtìøg}
])bÅaXXZÝ~tìā…ZLYw³m,7gìXgÌZ�»XYßVÆZ»zìX
Z#!*“-Bð

E
GFVÐZyÆZLYwgÁƒYNZzg6,ZñYwU'Âtz‰ÜZki}Å7g~�d$6,

¸g~ƒ@*ìXgÌZ�ZK(Ãðq7ìÔz{�d$»zƒ@*ìóóX)*yLLgÌZ�ZzgYwóóÐ
Z½k(X

gzðwzs~øg~¹ÏWzZizVÆaÃðws7ìX}aÔcÔlZzgrÅWzZizVÆa
ZµÐÃðws7XŠzwzsÃ5™Zq-ws¯1Y@*ìXtÅWzZiÆaÉHŠHìÔ1gzð~Zk

ÅZÝWzZiLuóÅìXøg}gÌZ�~wzsÆ•}�h™Â¯1Y@*ìÔZkÐtœªƒCìā
Á(~ic*Š{ZÖp’k,KYMh÷Zzg(,}(,}L}¿â+Å§b!~Ð‘YMh÷Xøg}
;VÜsS²Z[ZEw™ÆwzsÅWzZizVÅw•ps™àYCìÔZ#āgzð~Zk¾nÐ7gZ

z){Xgzðwzs~ZgŠzÅîs’k,,7,"~(,~›¢ï
GOG»‚o™**7,@* A,E,I,O,U wsr7,@*ì
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ìXQgzð~L]óZzgLó̂c*LŠóZzgLeóÆaZq-„wsZEwHY@*ìÔTÅzzÐWzZizV»�ÛtÜs
Z0+Zi}ÐHYYìXtZ0+Zi{ßƒYñÂZkÐ÷ÌaZƒYD÷X

1Zk~—$ … ÔŠâV�YfgZùZšr6,Zq-r²áJ-¤/Šl™@*g;XtrÇƒc*�Ûè
Üsâ²zÎVÆa7ÔgzðwzsZEw™äzZáCÙ�ÛŠÆaŠgµ‡]ìXZq-™r#�ZL
Ší~QñgÅZ�xŠ„ÆaZLàÐŠzu}à‰ƒñÔ̧ñ!*b¯y6,ZK5â~ŠnÐgzð
wzs~pl-V™ä~̂zs¸XZKÃð�Ûâö7g~:™ä6,Q,VäÑe~W™¶!/õ NEO”V
Å§bgzðwzs~ç~Ð¹:L²-ö NHOóXtÂ7,_„ç~Æ@$+y~WvµˆXQkä’k,~W

F,uÅZzgWv$Ñƒ™ZL6âYxVÃ̄yHXW9Ð!*CÙƒ™ìÐ:X

LL"t†Â÷}aZEw™äÅ̀Z]ùƒð?W`è^ŠHāZ[J-?=HBgìƒóóX

§zVÆ_.!*]»ZkŠg„åāŠnäxV»Zq-ÂÌGgÐZïg™Šc*ZzgZLOZwzZßV
Ægz1Æ!*z�Š̄gU³gzZ:ƒ̂XŠzâV{0+ZâV~ZY{™ÚzaZƒŠHX}.Z}.Z™Æ{0+ZyÆ
),gÍVä(,~ÂÐZyâÒLxVç~~eÏ»‚¢¥zúƒäÐgz»X
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JJJJppppÒÒÒÒ^̂̂̂ÖÖÖÖççççÞÞÞÞ^̂̂̂ññññˆ̂̂̂mmmm����àààà]]]]ææææ…………����ææææÎÎÎÎççççÚÚÚÚooooÞÞÞÞ¿¿¿¿††††mmmmääää
eeeeZZZZËËËËggggppppyyyy÷÷÷÷áááá@@@@XXXX����gggg]]]]

‡*ZEg~¤!V»Z¡w÷áh+Fœ-VJ-ZÏ§bYg~gLāZkŠzgZy¬@îg6,F
p´VgzúƒNMVä@*gõ»ŠJgZps™ä~Zë™ŠZgZŠZHXZyúc*Vp=V~Zzƒ�ÛZ÷
ZzgzAzZgiXZ%k»Z´ÈWiZŠ~Zzg',¤6»±Zð~“3**Ôñ3,zeZËZíÔ',¤6~QZz[Ô
-
"3¨»4jè
EGEGIEWs̀*ZzgZOX-g\~VZÃ»¦gÔ',¤6~‰göZz[ZzgQ-g\½~~‰-$

Ô_²x»@lƒZZW,gÎcZzgƒÐ(,| Separation of Powers 6¦gZ]X~Î̄NlÔ
™»gwâg¾»Òy™Š{Ãtñ4,xÔZzƒgzkXZyÓxzZu]äŠ*ÃZq-Z,ñh6,Ñ9ZHå˜V
Zq-©àzZ§ÌÝx̧ñV~Œz]ZzgWiZŠ~ÅWv¿»YåZzgŠg]äz{ñµ85ë EE

Y
LxZzwÅ

ßg]~½™Šc*XZkkBÐ¬„Zq-(,~ZEg~¤‰ÜZÜ$zg7,[åXZÜÆ$zg7,D„
YÅZÜZ%kkBä7g~™Š~XT~â�Zy 1898 †!Z%kÆ̃´WiZŠƒ‰Xg„�Ÿ

UZyZ%kä1hñUZyZÜ»½¾ïwŠc*XZÜÆŒÐÍZxÔY!*Ô7gIgrZzgŸíò‰X
YJ-Z%kÆi%æGLZW, 1946 X~ÍZxW`J-Z%kÆ0*kìX²7gIgr6,ÌZ%k»ZW,ìXŸí

Y~WiZŠ~ïˆX 1901 g;ZzgQåWiZŠ~qÝ™à²Y!*Ã
85ë EE
Y
LxZzw~Z¤/pZ�Š~¤ÐÛAIZzgŠ*6,Qy»ïZzg¢oƒŠHXp™sµg;åā

ZðŠk,0*7Zzg¢c*$+k,yZyQBÇZzgQZ(„ƒZX̧è6,4ä̀*ZzgZOÃZK�~á1Zzg
ŠÙ„ŠÙ-g\Šzu~¬@kBÆŠ;ä6,VŠHX0*õ‚wÅpygm,~ÆˆZ#kB»ƒðÂ
Jg[¤/z\±±™"qwƒ`¸XkB~ÃðÃ<7åXtz{{mñµåZ#Š*!*ð7°zg®~

psƒ̂XZq-§sZ%kåZzgŠzu~§sgzkXtŠzâṼ´ZzgË!*]6,5ƒV:ƒVpZ[t
-gà¤!VÃ'×h+»ß**,̂cÃ',ŒÛZggpp»ñµ7ŠbeT¸XZkÅzzt¶āCÙâWiZŠoZ%kc*Q
gzÏH~Y@*�QyÆZW,gÎc~ZŸ±»!*)̄åX
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85ë EE
Y
LxŠzxÆ{8ÆˆŠ*½~e~»ß**,̂c»¿ÑzqƒZXpl¬Ð',RZk¿Æ

ZzAÃZ+{qzV~÷áïåXZkÅÍ**ÍVz�;]÷X»ëŒVY,̂{BÐpZkÐ¬ëÃZôm,
Y~',RÆßÍVävÅß^âgZzg$++ZMZgÆÜs 1857 Æ',R~ZMZg»Y,̂{¢87,}ÇX

Œz]™Š~XtŒz]»x[ƒYCZ¤/Zôm,Ã¼£ò¤ÙWiâzVÅQÏ§b×e$:ïYCT§b
QyÃ85ë EE

Y
LöÏZzguóÙÅ±ZÇV~ï¶̂XZkŒz]»¥/|Ñàyz*yZzgº[Æ´º¸XÒ†î E

ŒVQyÃÍ�{Ð)u�ÛZi(7wÔ÷á{7gÐIZâVÔÍ̀ZâZ!ÐÐVÔMyÐ$zxÔxâZàÐo
Zzg*i~ÔZS-Ðô}Ô$À£åHÐcÔuÍŠJÐâyÔ]gÐ]g~Ôe~Y{yÐÅÐZzģg~ÔgZX
7gÐ'×Zg~z){z){ï‰ZzgZyßÍVÅæŠÐZôm,äŒz]Ã"ŠgŠ~ÐÃŠc*X$+á~Qy
ßÍVä{y·ŠgÔoZzgâZ[Ææ!*]Zzg‚B„‚BDah~Y�,Zzgzª`qÝKXZôm,Å
t0*ŒQkÀò0*Œ»z¶TÆ�Š*½~ZEg~¤!VäZLi%æGLï´̧V~ÜsŠz°
œßÍVÃâZi™ZLZMZgÃ¢oHåXt¿Z�Û‹~Ìp[»x[g;X

YÅkBèWiZŠ~Ã"ŠgŠ~Ð_ÆˆZôm,ä',R~LLòƒÑóóg3åZzgÎZñ 1857

XâZ!!*rÆZ½¦¢5ÿ
GG

L¬x»Ãð{mzZ§7ƒZX²Z�Û‹ZzgŠzu}´̧V~Õz0Æz{NhÂh}
‰ā@*gõW`ÌÍ™ÑâCìXÜs»ù~–Æ!*Š÷á{C7®ŠzxäQßw¯g3åāo»CÙ�ÛŠZq-

‚wÆ1hñJ-LZŠZ™ä»0*ÈƒÇXLzßw™äzZßVÃ@Ze$¶ā� 100 ŠyÆaÐá™
LZŠZ:™nZkÆŸ»Ãðā»™̂Ñc*YñXZ,Z¡IYÆCÙ‚wI™}½™ÑñYD¸XZk»
{m™Dgz{gLa¸�LZŠZ7™0*D¸ZzgZLZq-!*izÐøzxƒYD¸X-gà¤!V
äZ�Û‹ÅZk§bÈg!*.$Å¶āic*Š{F,¡¦oz�Š~Wñ¸Zzg˜VT»'`QkäZL

250 lÇhaXZ4”V~Zq-$+ëo**0c*Ìì�',R‰qÑ]»Dgg;ìXZko~

(,}èZ<ØÆßv0*ñYD÷X~›yZzg|ð÷áï÷Xto 2 ÆŒÛd$—ãZzg#¤/z{Zzg
',RÅ§i6,Šz̧ñV~„ƒ**ecåpZ(:HŠHZzgQ%Æ"·f{],gppÆ!*z�ŠW`J-
ŒV:ÂZðWeZzg:p¥àX

',RÆßvZkÒpÐplë÷ā@*gõÆQk**iuñh6,QyÃŠzDÙZg‚wẐDw6…
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ïŠHXyz*y~ŠzDÙZg‚w¬e&½0î EGÃ&Ò0î HG**x»Zq-…¦/gZìXe&½0î EGäyz*y~\gÆˆ
„„ÆZzA!*EV~ÑgHYY Realist ñgtāÅú~ãCŠ~™ŠZgZŠZHåXe&½0î EGÃšµ

ìXTä!5½5é GGzàÐaŠ{Î‚w¬ZgB÷á,É™xZãÆQßwzä™Šb¸XZDwä-g\~

½qÝÅ¶Zzg-g\~(,f¸x6,4ZzgVZÃÆÃc*C¦gÃ¹ŒÛd$ÐŠ¬åXZDwZO
Æzgö´ÐÌ¹OW,¸Xz{Oîg6,',RÆZ»iŠz̧òÃbÃB¸X»ôöäZk
¦gÅÁ™#¿Ñzq™Š~X²z{tKÐ‡Ü¸āZDwZÝ~›âVÆ‚B‚B‹@ŠOx
Æâ+zZßVÃÌZq-̧xŒÛZgŠ}gì¸X»ô+gÉtKÐÌ‡Ügì¸āX'Z5ðãCŠzV
6,z{yz*y~Zq-̧xÆz�Š6,ZÜZg™gì÷z{@*gõ~Lg;„7X¥xyz*ã@*gõ~ÎZñ
ŠzÐ&ZŠzZgÆX~Ë¤!gäe&+}Æizg6,7g}o6,xZãÅyz*yLÌZq-Z»ðÆ
îg6,ñ�Š7g;X®Z»ôö»$zgñ�;gŠHZzgZDwz‡Z+èZW»ÃtÛAŠHXyz*ãxZyW`Ì
',RÅ'Z5ðZ»ðZzgq-¸òÃbÆ‡b÷X²z{t!*]™7gìāZÏ'Z¢/õ EGÃãCŠ¯™
yz*y~WiZŠ~ÅZ/’¹^g„÷X

ZzgZ¤/ZrVäZKgzlÃps:HÂQyz*yÃ•}•}ƒäÐŠ*ÅÃð¤‰Ü7X
$ËXZÏ!*]Ãá™Z&+c*0*ÎyÆZ0+gÌ—ãZzg#t]ÃƒZŠêgLìÉZkÐÌZq-ŠxWÐY
™0*ÎyÆZ0+gŠc¤/Š~ZzgZðzZâyÆ)b9}™@*gLì6āQkäæ¹0*Îy~Ì

HåX
‡&åJLZW·Z»bZq-(,~ù]Æâ´¸XQyÆ0*ñ»ÃðZq-Ì7gyz*y½~7

åXQyÆ£«~»ôöÅÓxªŠ]Šzu}ŠgZÅ¶XQyÅù]ä0*ÎyÅ̂~',RÆ
›âVÃZq-Ñ�Z[jŠc*ZkÅZq-zzQy»ZLñ�6,)â²w¢ÌìXZrVäZEg~
¤!VÅÓxeßVÃ**»x¯™åWiZŠ~qÝÅ²Š*ÆŠvèV~Z(7ƒZXZkÅZq-Vwf!
ZzgzVZ�Û‹ì˜VW`ÌZEgÆlQÏ§b¥/ñƒñ÷Xe~»ß**,̂cÆZk¿~�ÛZ÷

�ÛZ÷~ÕPìZzg CFA äZLi%æGLïGg{̃Ã́W`J-çÙWiZŠ~7Š~ìXQỹ´Å™́
z{ZLi§IŠ!ÆWŠñf{],�ÛZ÷~gÅZäÆ0*È÷X�ÛZ÷Zỹ´~CÙnÅZ&½gö Gßgc™ä»
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hg‚rìXZyÆ%z’Ðá™ÎäZzg‹zVJ-CÙnÅn*]6,ªhW`Ì�ÛZ÷»ìXZÏ
§b',¤6ä†!Z�Û‹~Z¡wZzg#',F,~Å$+F,+@*gõg¶ÅXZkoÃâ}ÅŠ;ð~WiZŠ~B
²ZkÆ‚Ba}™ÃZkÐÌˆ~WiZŠ~‚ƒðX

e~»ß**,̂cÆZk¿~Š*½~Šg†Vuu~Úg´aZƒñ�',z‰Ü�a‰XZôm,
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KARACHI PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL 

KARACHI ADDICTION HOSPITAL 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Branch 

Nazimabad # 3, Karachi 

Phone # 111-760-760 

    0336-7760760 

 

 

Other Branches 

 Male Ward:  G/18, Block-B, North Nazimabad, Karachi 

 Quaidabad (Landhi):  Alsyed Center (Opp. Swedish Institute) 

 Karachi Addiction Hospital:  

Visit our website: <www.kph.org.pk> 

 

Established in 1970 

Modern Treatment With Loving Care 

���������������	�
���� 

Mubin House, Block B, North Nazimabad, Karachi  

 

 

 

E-mail: support@kph.org.pk      

Skype I.D:  online@kph.org.pk 
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               Karachi Psychiatric Hospital was established in 1970 in Karachi. It is not 

only a hospital but an institute which promotes awareness about mental disorders in 

patients as well as in the general public. Nowadays it has several branches in 

Nazimabad ,North Nazimabad, and in Quaidabad. In addition to this there is a 

separate hospital for addiction by the name of Karachi Addiction Hospital. 

 

            We offer our facilities to all Psychiatrists for the indoor treatment of 

their patients under their own care. 

 Indoor services include: 

 24 hours well trained staff, available round the clock, including Sundays & 

Holidays. 

 Well trained Psychiatrists, Psychologists, Social Workers, Recreation & 

Islamic Therapists who will carry out your instructions for the treatment of 

your patient.  

 An Anesthetist and a Consultant Physician are also available. 

 The patient admitted by you will be considered yours forever. If your patient 

by chance comes directly to the hospital, you will be informed to get your 

treatment instructions, and consultation fee will be paid to you. 

 The hospital will pay consultation fee DAILY to the psychiatrist as follows: 

 

Rs 700/= 
Semi Private Room 

   Private Room 

Rs 600/= General Ward 

Rs 500/= Charitable Ward (Ibn-e-Sina) 

 

        The hospital publishes a monthly journal in its website by the name ‘The Karachi 

Psychiatric Hospital Bulletin” with latest Psychiatric researches. We also conduct 

monthly meetings of our hospital psychiatrists in which all the psychiatrists in the city 

are welcome to participate. 

 

Assuring you of our best services. 
 

MESSAGE  FOR  PSYCHIATRISTS 

 
C.E.O                                                           
Contact # 0336-7760760 

                111-760-760                    

Email: support@kph.org.pk 



Our Professional Staff forOur Professional Staff forOur Professional Staff forOur Professional Staff for    

Patient CarePatient CarePatient CarePatient Care    

� Doctors: 
1. Dr. Syed Mubin Akhtar 

MBBS. (Diplomate American Board of  

Psychiatry & Neurology) 

2. Dr. Muhammad Shafi Mansuri 

MBBS, F.C.P.S (Psychiatry) 

3. Dr. Akhtar Fareed Siddiqui 

MBBS, F.C.P.S (Psychiatry) 

4. Dr. Major (Rtd) Masood Ashfaq 

MBBS, MCPS (Psychiatry) 

5. Dr. Javed Sheikh 

MBBS, DPM (Psychiatry) 

6. Dr. Syed Abdurrehman 

MBBS 

7. Dr. Salahuddin Siddiqui 

MBBS (Psychiatrist) 

8. Dr. Sadiq Mohiuddin 

MBBS 

9. Dr. Zeenatullah 

MBBS, IMM (Psychiatry) 

10. Dr. A.K. Panjawani 

MBBS 

11. Dr. Habib Baig 

MBBS 

12. Dr. Ashfaque 

MBBS 

13. Dr. Salim Ahmed 

MBBS 

14. Dr. Javeria 

MBBS 

15. Dr. Sumiya Jibran 

MBBS 

 

� Psychologists: 
1. Syed Haider Ali (Director) 

MA (Psychology) 

2. Shoaib Ahmed 

MA (Psychology), DCP (KU) 

3. Syed Khurshied Javaid 

M.A (Psychology), CASAC (USA) 

4. Farzana Shafi 

M.S.C(Psychology), PMD (KU) 

        

     5.    Rano Irfan   

               M.S (Psychology) 

     6.    Madiha Obaid 

                M.S.C (Psychology) 

      7.   Danish Rasheed   

             M.S. (Psychology)  

      8.   Naveeda Naz 

               M.S.C (Psychology) 

     9.  Hira Rehman 

              M.S.C (Psychology) 

     10. Anis ur Rehman 

             M.A (Psychology) 

     11. Rabia Tabassum 

             M.Phil. 

 

� Social Therapists 

1. Kausar Mubin Akhtar 

M.A (Social Work) Director Administration 

2. Roohi Afroz 

M.A (Social Work) 

3. Talat Hyder 

M.A (Social Work) 

4. Mohammad Ibrahim 

                M.A (Social Work) 

5. Syeda Mehjabeen Akhtar 

B.S (USA) 

6. Muhammad Ibrahim Essa 

                M.A (Social Work)/ General Manger 

 

� Research Advisor                                     
Prof. Dr. Mohammad Iqbal Afridi                      

MRC Psych, FRC Psych                                          

Head of the Department Of psychiatry, JPMC, Karachi  

� Medical Specialist: 
Dr. Afzal Qasim. F.C.P.S 
Associate Prof. D.U.H.S 

� Anesthetist                                                                    
Dr. Shafiq-ur-Rehman                                

Director Anesthetist Department                

Karachi Psychiatric Hospital. 

� Dr. Vikram 
Anesthetist, 

Benazir Shaheed Hospital 

Trauma Centre, Karachi 
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